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Conservation at Native Seeds / SEARCH 
Editor's Note: Next year marks the 
25th anniversary of Native 
Seeds/SEARCH. Looking over our 
past, we cannot help but be both 
proud and amazed at the 
accomplishments. The foresight 
and vision of the four founders 
remains as the centerpiece of our 
work today - keeping alive the 
seeds of crops adapted to the 
environmental conditions of the 
southwestern US and 
northwestern Mexico. In so doing, 
we not only help make available 
important genetic diversity for use 
around the globe, we also help to 
keep alive the place-based 
connections that create the 'sense 
of place' that defines this region. 
Below are excerpts from our 
website and newsletters designed 
to provide an abbreviated update 
on what we're currently doing and 
what we've been doing over the 
last 25 years: the list is hardly 
complete. - SN 

NS/S utilizes a two-pronged approach to conserving crop 
genetic resources from the southwestern US and 
northwestern Mexico. Ex situ approaches involve 
conserving samples of crop seeds under frozen storage 
conditions, where they may remain viable (able to 
germinate) for long periods of time. We also utilize in situ 
approaches that support and encourage the ongoing 
relationship between people and plants through which 
both natural and human selection pressures continue to 
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result in the development 
of new crop varieties -
the same relationship 
between people and plants 
that produced the diversity 
present today. 

Ex situ 
The NS/S Seedbank and 
Conservation Farm are at 
the core of our ex situ 
conservation efforts. The 
Seedbank is where seeds 
are stored under 
appropriate environmental 
conditions; the 
Conservation Farm is 
where those seeds are 
brought to life -
periodically producing new 
samples for storage in the 
Seedbank, evaluating 
individual varieties for 
traits of interest, and 
describingl documenting 
each accession. Together, 

freezers and fields constitute any ex situ program in crop 
genetic resource conservation. 

Over thousands of years, traditional agriculturists have 
selected and saved seed from plants that expressed a 
diversity of traits of interest to them or their communities 
- the ability to mature before the first frost, a sweeter 

continued next page 

ABOVE Traditional squash grown in the Alamos region of 
southern Sonora. Photo courtesy Suzanne Nelson. 
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Conservation continued 

taste, faster cooking time, or resistance to specific insects or 
diseases. Local, regional and global food security depends on 
this diversity. A seedbank's primary function is to conserve this 
genetic diversity for the future. 

For a number of years, we've been intently focused on ensuring 
our collections were in good health; that we had adequate and 
viable samples stored under appropriate environmental 
conditions to ensure the seeds would "be alive well into the 
future." Each year we've grown out various collections of crops, 
using protocols and techniques that prevent cross
contamination between accessions as well as ensure the 
maintenance of genetic diversity within each accession. Though 
winding down relative to the early years, we're still regenerating 
samples of original collections, most collected more than ten 
years ago. This year, we're growing the last of our melon and 
watermelon collections as well as the entire chiltepin collection. 
Each accession of melon, watermelon and chiltepin is grown 
singly in an isolation cage, thus preventing cross-pollination 
between varieties of the same species from occurring. Small 
cardboard boxes of bumble bees were recently installed in all 
the melon/watermelon cages in order to facilitate pollination. 

Ex st"tu conservation: Conservation of plants 
or animals outside of their original or natural 
habitats. 

m st"tu conservation: Conservation of plants or 
animals where they developed their distinctive 
properties, i.e., in the wild or in farmers' fields. 
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LEFT TO RIGHT Young pear trees beginning to bear fruit. Peach trees 
laden with fruit in the Sierra Madre. Photos courtesy Suzanne Nelson. 

They remain active for approximately 6 weeks and then the 
colonies die out - perfect for producing ample fruit in each 
melon/watermelon cage. The chiltepins, on the other hand, are 

__ selfers; the�imply need to be isolated from each other so that 
passing insects do not inadvertently cross-pollinate accessions. 
There is also corn, bean, squash, tepary, chiles, tomatillos, 
tomatoes, basil, tobacco and a few other odds and ends 
growing in separate plots scattered across the Conservation 
Farm. And there are two fields of tepary bean, one of white
and one of brown-seeded teparies. 

In situ 
One limitation to seedbanks is that they do not also preserve 
the relationships between plants and people, or the 
evolutionary processes, that are necessary for the continuing 
development and maintenance of crop diversity. Domesticated 
crops depend on an intimate relationship with humans - they 
don't exist in the wild. Thus, an alternative means of 
conserving crop genetic diversity is through efforts that happen 
'on site: facilitated by farmers in this case. 

NS/S is involved in a number of in situ efforts to conserve crop 
diversity: the Southwestern Regis-T REE project, the Treasures 
of the Sierra Madre project, the Southern Sonora Seed 
Reintroduction project, the Free Seed program for Native 
Americans, the Wild Chile Botanical Area, the Batopilas 
Canyon Seed Reintroduction project. Though varied in their 
specific goals or modes of operation, all of these programs aim 
to conserve crops through the active and on-going stewardship 
of individuals and local communities that interact on a regular 
basis with the crop diversity in question. 
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CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT A stream-side garden in Muracharachi. Newly sown beds of sotol. Rooftop rainwater harvesting system. 
Photos courtesy Suzanne Nelson. 

Southwest Regis-Tree 
If you were to backpack deep into the heart of the Superstition 
Mountain W ilderness area you might come upon the surviving 
remnants of a 300-tree apple orchard that once supplied the 
inhabitants of the now crumbling Reevis Ranch. Search the 
overgrown brush near the desert oasis called Quitobaquito, 
located along the US-Mexico border in Organ Pipe Cactus 
National Monument, and you might come upon fig trees and 
pomegranates that fed hardy explorers traveling the infamous 
Camino del Diablo - the Devil's Road - that led through the 
desert to California. 

These and other fruit and nut trees, berry bushes, cactus and 
agave varieties that have been used by Native Americans, 
cowboys, miners, Spanish missionaries, Mormon and Mexican 
pioneers and other ethnic settlers since before World War II are 
the objects of The Southwest Regis-Tree program, designed to 
recognize and honor the useful folk varieties of trees and 
shrubs originally planted or descended from plants established 
prior to W W II but still growing in the southwest. 

Beginning in the early 1990s, over 100 historic orchards or 
remnants have been identified in Arizona and Utah. Program 
efforts include propagation, promotion and conservation. 
Established in 2005 at the Conservation Farm, the NS/S 
Heirloom Orchard currently consists of young fig, quince, and 
white-seeded pomegranate trees donated through a partnership 
with the Kino Heritage Tree Project, a project designed to 
replant historically, culturally and botanically appropriate 
varieties of the fruit trees originally introduced to the New 
World by Jesuit and Franciscan missionaries to the southwest. 
Plans to expand the number and type of perennial heirloom 
trees conserved in the orchard are well underway! 

The Treasures of the Sierra Madre 
One of the world's centers of megadiversity for plants, the 
northern Sierra Madre Occidental is also home to the 
Tarahumara Indians. The tremendous habitat heterogeneity 
epitomized by the plunging canyons and pine-clad sierras has 
resulted in a remarkable level of wild and cultivated plant 
diversity. In the early 1990s, NS/S initiated a collaborative, 
community-based effort to help the Tarahumara remain on 
their land by promoting conservation strategies that preserve 
biological and cultural diversity in the Sierra Madre while also 
meeting the economic needs of its inhabitants, building local 
capacity and increasing self-sufficiency of the Tarahumara, and 
educating the general public in the US and Mexico about 
external threats to the cultural and natural landscapes that 
comprise the Sierra Madre. 

T his long-standing project has evolved from initial successful 
efforts to derail a World Bank-sponsored logging project and 
provide economic alternatives to logging in the sierra into a 
program that dovetails with our mission to conserve native 
crops and develop projects that assist the Tarahumara in 
maintaining their traditional farming practices. Over the years, 
gardens and orchards have been developed, tons of soil 
reclaimed that is now used to grow local races of maize, small 
areas reforested, rainwater harvesting systems installed, and 
wild plant nurseries built. Next steps involve in situ growouts by 
Tarahumara farmers of traditional crops once common in the 
region but now rare, and exploring the presence of genetic 
engineering on local maize races. 
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LEFT TO RIGHT The local race known as San Juan is an 
all-purpose, hardy corn in southern Sonora. Photo 
courtesy Suzanne Nelson. NS/S crops growing at the 
Canyon de Chelley National Park Service garden. 
Photo courtesy Alex Sando. 

Southern Sonora Seed Reintroduction 
In northern Mexico, the spread of industrialized agriculture, 
urbanization and other socio-economic stresses have impacted 
negatively upon the numbers of traditional farmers still actively 
farming. Farmers in the municipality of Alamos, Sonora, have 
historically planted as many as 9- 13 different varieties of 
traditional maize. After a decade of region-wide drought, local 
seed sources are limited. Fewer traditional crops are being 
grown as less and less seed remains available. The local 
landraces are disappearing and the diversity of traditional crops 
is narrowing dramatically. Today, perhaps only four of the 
maize varieties once common in the region are still grown -
and by only a handful of farmers. 

The Southern Sonora Seed Reintroduction Project seeks to 
make available maize varieties that were once common and are 
still known and appreciated by local farmers but not currently 
grown due to lack of seed. A multi-year project, it involves both 
ex situ and in situ regeneration of varieties of interest to local 
farmers. Seed from the NS/S Seedbank was distributed to eight 
farmers in the region, who will conduct in situ growouts of five 
distinct maize varieties. A portion of their yields will be further 
distributed to additional farmers next year. Under their own 
stewardship, these farmers become responsible for the 
production, distribution and ultimate conservation of these 
once common maize landraces. 

Free Seed Program for Native Americans 
Southwestern Native American farmers produced a great 
variety of food despite the region's marginal growing 
conditions. After centuries of environmental destruction, 
cultural change, and land transfers, these farming systems have 
survived - but just barely. Until the early 1900s, the Tohono 
O'odham people cultivated 10,000 acres in Southern Arizona 
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with traditional floodwater methods. Today, few floodwater 
fields remain. For some tribes, the process has reached its 
logical and devastating conclusion; most or all of their 
traditional crop varieties have been lost. 

The loss of native crops affects more than just biological 
diversity. It also impoverishes cultural diversity, culinary 
traditions, language, spiritual well-being and self-sufficiency. 
Traditional farmers are a stabilizing force in many Native 
American communities. They conserve historic seeds adapted 
to local conditions, keep traditional agricultural and culinary 
practices alive, donate crops for· ceremonies and feast days, and 
feed extended families from their fields. 

The legacy of hundreds of generations of agriculturalists is alive 
today, embodied within what remains of the wealth of crop 
diversity that once sustained numerous cultures - both long
lasting and ephemeral. In honor of these contributions, NS/S 
makes available at no charge the seeds of crops that remain 
both biologically and culturally relevant to Native Americans 
from the region. 

Building slowly over the years, we have recently witnessed 
explosive growth in the Free Seed Program. Recently awakened 
or renewed interest by Native American gardeners, farmers, 
educators, youths, and elders has resulted in a tremendous 
increase in the number of packets of seed supplied through this 
program. Over the last three years alone we have more than 
doubled the number distributed through this effort, from 1513 
in 2004 to over 3400 through May, 2007! Of all our 
conservation efforts, ex situ or in situ, keeping the seeds alive in 
the fields of gardeners and farmers and the foods on the tables 
of their families and friends is by far the best measure of our 
conservation success. 



CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT Wild-harvested chiltepins near Masiaca, 
Sonora. Photo courtesy Suzanne Nelson. Chiltepin, the Mother of all 
chiles. Tarahumara and American runners before the start of the 
marathon race in Urique, Chihuahua. Photos courtesy NS/S staff. 

The Wild Chile Botanical Area 
The Wild Chile Botanical Area is a special management area 
within the Coronado National Forest (CNF). It was officially 
designated as such in 1999, after nearly 10 years of continued 
effort on the parts of NS/S and CNF staff. The 2S00-acre area 
just south of Tucson is home to perhaps the largest and 
healthiest population of wild chiles (Capsicum annuum var. 
aviculare) north of the Arizona-Sonora border. 

Nearly ubiquitous in northern Mexico, wild chiles can be found 
all the way to South America. However, wild chiles are 
somewhat rare north of the US-Mexico border and may 
represent the northernmost distribution of wild chiles 
anywhere in the world. Such populations may, therefore, 
contain genes for traits that differ from populations occurring 
in more tropical regions of its range - genes for frost 
tolerance, for example. 

Worldwide, chiles are a multi-billion dollar industry. The 
special designation defines the site as an 'in situ genetic reserve 
for the protection of wild chiles and other plants of economic 
importance or of conservation concern.' Protecting such an 
area will also allow for a better understanding of the ecological 
conditions that effect their growth and reproduction, helping 
ecologists or land managers develop conservation strategies for 
managing wild populations of chiles and other wild plant 
relatives. 

Batopilas Canyon Seed Reintroduction 
Through the early efforts of NS/S's co-founders - Barney 
Burns, Mahina Drees, Gary Nabhan and Karen Reichhardt -
our seed bank contains many collections of diverse crops from 
the Sierra Madre, home to the Tarahumara. The Tarahumara 
retain a strong agricultural base, though crop diversity 
continues to be lost as a result of drought, displacement from 
their lands and communities, drug trafficking, outmigration in 
search of jobs, etc. Landraces of many crops have disappeared 
from communities throughout the sierra. 

For several years now, a small group of strong-bodied, long
distance runners have made their way into the depths of 
Copper Canyon to run marathons with local Tarahumara 
runners. Together, the American and Tarahumara marathoners 
endure hours of fast-paced running along a narrow, dusty trail 
long used by the Tarahumara. Long distance running is a way 
of life for them. 'Seed money' donated by individual runners 
and their friends is helping to get specific Tarahumara crops 
grown out at the Conservation Farm, the seeds of which will be 
distributed or 'reintroduced' into communities where they were 
once commonly grown. 

Thunderheads gather in the distance. The rains have arrived in 
the southwest. Increased humidity and much-needed soil 
moisture mean a respite from the dessicating winds and 
drought conditions so prevalent until now and signal a time of 
tremendous plant growth. Plants simply seem to breathe a sigh '. 
of relief with the onset of the monsoons. So do we, for the 
success of our conservation efforts and those of the farmers 
and stewards of the crop diversity still found in the field and 
farms throughout the southwestern US and northwestern 
Mexico depends in grand measure on the abundance of those 
rains. Rain, may it caress our lands. 
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Photos courtesy Piet Van de Mark ©2007 

FEATURES: 
Insider's view of Oaxaca's rich cultural heritage 

Visits with indigenous folk artists & authentic 

ethnobotany 

Traditional markets with culinary and medicinal plants 

Southern Mexico's varied and delicious cuisine 

Colonial architecture, museums, monasteries, churches, 

galleries 

Ancient archeological magnificence of Monte Alban 

Oaxaca's impressive ethnobotanical gardens 

Dia de Los Muertos seasonal festivities and folk art 

Memorable evenings at cafes on the Zocalo 

7 nights of fine accommodations in the historic district 

Most breakfasts & four comidas (main meals of the day) 

Personally hosted half-to-full-day excursions to nearby 

villages 

Support for non-profit Native Seeds/SEARCH 
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Cultural Immersion: 
Plants & People, Traditional Markets, 
Folk Art, & Day of the Dead Celebrations 
October 26 - November 2, 2008 

Immerse yourself in the culinary and cultural traditions, folk arts and archaeology, 
and lively celebrations of the Day of the Dead in Southern Mexico. The colonial city of 
Oaxaca lies in a mountain-rimmed valley about 300 miles southeast of Mexico City at an 
elevation of 5,200 feet. With the blending of Old World tradition and living native 
cultures, the region is known for its outstanding baroque architecture, indigenous 
artisans' villages, magnificent archaeological sites, museums, contemporary art galleries 
and culinary traditions. With its spring-like climate, the pace is relaxed and 
unpretentious. 

T his tour is truly a feast for the senses. Enjoy vast colorful markets bursting with dazzling 
arrays of dried chiles, fresh herbs, colorful vegetables, tropical fruits and fresh-cut flowers 
for your room. Visit the great ruins of Monte Alban, the ancient city of the Zapotecs. 
With the historic colonial city as our base, we will journey to nearby villages, meet 
indigenous artisans and witness their use of native materials to create whimsical carvings, 
ancient pottery, ceramic folk art and their world-famous hand-woven textiles. Tour 
Oaxaca's impressive ethnobotanical gardens to learn more about the history and use of 
native and cultivated plants of the region. 

And during this festive time of Dia de los Muertos (Day of the Dead), richly colored 
flowers liberally adorn gravesites, pungent incense fills the air and music and candles 
light the night! Families create elaborate altars laden with bright marigolds, sugar skulls, 
skeleton folk art and favorite foods that the dead enjoyed when they lived. The colorful 
and elaborate Dia de los Muertos is a centuries-old celebration. Nowhere is it more alive 
than in Oaxaca. 

If you love the adventure of exploring other cultures, traditions, plants and cuisine, and 
are fascinated by fabulous folk art, architecture and history, then this is the trip for you! 
Our native guides will give you an insider's view of their rich cultural heritage and 
history while Piet and Mary Van de Mark of Baja's Frontier Tours attend to every detail 
and help you make Oaxaca your own! A portion of your trip fee benefits Native 
Seeds/SEARCH. The trip begins and ends in Oaxaca City. 

Don't miss your chance for this cultural immersion! 
To Register: Call Mary & Piet Van de Mark in Tucson at 520.887.2340; Outside Arizona call 800.726.7231 

Questions? Call for your Oaxaca brochure today! piet@bajasfrontiertours.com 
www.bajasfrontiertours.com 
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Yet another wonderful San Juan's Day celebration! 

CLOCKWISE FROM UPPER LEFT 

TohoJ1o O'oaham elaet; DaJ1J1Y lopez, blessiJ19 the 
laJ1a {{J1a caliiJ19 for raiJ1 at the COJ1servatioJ1 farm. 

Never too YOttJ19 to get iJ1volvea. 
EveryoJ1e helps plaJ1t J1ative trees. 

solar ovm cookiJ19 a casserole. 
AJ10ther famous NS/S potluck IUJ1cH. 

plaJ1ts iJ1 the 9remhouse. 

Photos courtesy Glen E. Goodwin. 
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Buy. ra •• 11 ticklt •• r 
• 2118 Bullitt MustaR, 

.Rd supp.rt lativi 
SlldslSlllCHI 

Jim Click Automotive is raffling a 2008 Bullitt Mustang. Invited non
profits in Tucson, including Native Seeds/SEARCH, will be provided 
raffle tickets to sell to benefit their organization. Mr. Click's goal is to 
raise $1 million dollars for non-profits in Southern Arizona. 

100% of the proceeds from the tickets we sell 

will go to support our organization. 

Tickets will be available for sale at our 4th Avenue retail store, 526 N. 
4th Avenue, from September 10,2007 to February II, 2008, and are 
$25 each or $100 for five. 

Visit www.nativeseeds. org or contact us at 520.622.5561 for more 
information. 

Support NS/S by searching the Internet 
You can support Native Seeds/SEARCH by searching the internet with GoodSearch.com. 

It is a new search engine powered by Yahoo! Search that donates half its revenue to charities 

its users designate. Each search gives one cent ($.01) to your designated choice. 

To get started, go to www.goodsearch.com and type Native Seeds/SEARCH in the box 

Wha da yau GaadSearch far? To see how much we've generated so far, click on Amaunt raised. 
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We would like to thank and 

recognize anyone who 

includes NS/S in a �, but 

we ,can't unless youJet us 

'kIiow. Please contaq us so we" . 

can:.appr-?priatY'ly express our 

gratitude (or answer any 

"questions). 



Upcomlng Events:. 
Native Seeds/SEARCH Sustainable� 

Garden Tour & Workshop (see rig'htf 

SUNDAY, SEP. 23, 2007, 8AM-12NOON 

Pueblo Grande Museum 
Farmers' Market IN PHOENIX 

SATURDAY, OCT. 6,2007, lOAM-2Pit 

TUESDAY, OCT. 9, 2007, 6,PM-1QPM 

Fall Harvest Celebration 
(see back cover for details) 
SATURDAY, OCT. 13,2007, 10AM-1PM 

Patagonia Fall Festival ;( \¥w 
SATURDAy-SUNDAY, OCT. 13-14,.2007, lOAM-SPM

. 

Chiles & Chocolate Festival at the 
Desert Botanical Garden IN PHOENIX 

SATURDAy-SUNDAY, Nov. 10-11, 2007! 10AM-3.gM 

T he Great Bean Tasting 
SATURDAY, Nov. 17,2007, lOAM-2PM 

4th Avenue Wmter Street Fair . � 
FRIDAY-SUNDAY, DEC. 7-9, lOAM-SPM 

Pueblo Grand Museum Indian 

Market at Steele Park IN PHOENIX 

SATURDAY-SUNDAY; DEC. 8-9, 9:30AM-SPM 

"" 

Sunday, 
September 23 
8 am to 12 noon 

With an optional 
native foods 
lunch at 
Delecta6les 
I(pstaurant 
following tour 

Many people ask "Why plant Native Seeds/SEARCH 
seed?" As an answer to this question, the NS/S garden 
tour was developed. Many of the seeds maintained by 
NS/S are desert-adapted. Some varieties may go from 
seed to mature plant on a single rainfall event during 
our monsoon season. Other varieties may require less 
water than conventional agriculture. Still others may 
require the same amount of water as conventional 
varieties, but grow better and produce more because 
they are adapted to our hot desert climate. 

Enjoy a relaxed morning visiting three community 
sites where you will learn about sustainable gardening 
techniques and food systems, water harvesting and 
conservation, seed saving and design tips. Over 25 
varieties of native seeds can be viewed on this unique 
tour and experts will be on hand to answer questions. 

Immediately following the tour, enjoy an optional 
native foods lunch at Delectables Restaurant (directly 
across from the Native Seeds/SEARCH store). 
Discounts will be offered at the NS/S gift shop for all 

ticket holders between 12 noon and 4 pm. 

Tickets can be purchased at the Native Seeds/ 
SEARCH store located at 526 North Fourth Avenue. 
Prices are $6 for members ($21 with lunch) and $8 
for non-members ($23 with lunch). 

Call 622.5561 for more information and directions to 
the store. 
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News &, Notes 

Volunteer· 
Opportunities: 

� G 
Contact Diana�P�el, , 

Community Relations 
. Coordinator, at 

dpeel@nativesee<ls.org,· 
520.622.5561 or fill out a 

Regularly schedtded 
volunteer days: . 

Monday-Friday 
The Conservation Center 
Seed Bank, 2130 N.Alvernon 
Way, Tucson, Arizoria 
Seed cleaning, recordckeeping, ' 
germination tests, data entry, . 
administrative assistance, and 
cataloging .. 

Everyday 

Fourth Avenue Gift 
Shop/Distribution Certter, 
526 N. Fourth Avenue, 
Tucson, Arizo.na 
Package seeds, bag beans, 
chiles and other native foods 

Other volunteer 
opportunities: 

Gift Shop Clerks 
Weekly Office Assistant· 
Special events suppor;t 

Conservation Farm in 
Patagonia: 

• � Comings and Goings ... 
Ii Since the last newsletter, there have been 
i a lot of staff changes - many folks deciding � they needed to make changes in their lives. 
• We have greatly enjoyed their time with us 

and wish them all well in their new c � endeavors! With a fond aloha, we say 
it goodbye to: • 
II Kevin Dahl, who served as Executive 

Director for 4 years. Under Kevin's leadership 
we accomplished many important tasks and 
initiated some exciting new ones. His 
'Pollyanna' attitude and (sometimes 
questionable) sense of humor will be missed! 

Kristen Johnson, Collections Assistant, 
is moving to the east coast - though other 
adventures may call her from there. Kristen's 
attention to detail in the Seed Bank allowed 
us to 'get ahead' in many areas of our Seed 
Bank work. Can't thank her enough. 

Ali Traut, who served as Collections 
• Manager for about 5 years, has also moved 
.. on. Ali spent a lot of time in the fields at the � Conservation Farm, pollinating corn and 
� overseeing our many summer interns! Her 
II friendly nature, warm laugh and love of 

margaritas will be greatly missed! 
Alex Coyle, who was one of our two 

Conservation Interns this year, is moving out 
of state to pursue his interest in medicine! 
Best of luck Alex. 

Mari Galup, Assistant Retail Manager, 
leaves our 4th Avenue store to pursue her 

• Masters degree in Women's Studies at the 
• University of Arizona in Tucson. 

Ben Brandt, who has been producing the 
line of NS/S bake mixes, is also returning to 
school to complete his undergraduate work 

• at the University of Arizona. 

And aloha to new staff: 
Crecencio Elenes comes to NS/S as the 

new Conservation Farm Supervisor. 
• Originally from Sonora, Mexico, Crecencio t has a MS in Horticulture from Colorado 
• State University. 

t Chris Lowen has returned to NS/S after 
iii: a one-year hiatus to Minnesota. As in his 

Volunteers needed from mid
May through September. 
Contad Diana Peel at 
dpeei@nativeseeds.org to be ' 
added to the schedule. 

: previous work with NS/S, Chris will be at the 
�l!l • 
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Conservation Farm, but in a new capacity as 
Field Coordinator. 

Chris Bertrand joins us as the new I 
Collections Assistant. Chris is originally from !! 

i. Louisiana and has a strong interest in tiger 
� beetles (though she likes plants also)! • 

Jane Brown joins us as the new Assistant 
Retail Manager. Jane owned and operated 
her own store and small nursery in Amarillo, 
Texas for 10 years 

And Carolyn Hartzell has joined us as 
Production Specialist to produce our yummy 
bake mixes. 

Welcome all! 

Thank you 
T hank you to Janet Rademacher and 

Ron Gass from Mountain States W holesale 
Nursery (www.mswn.com) who donated six 
IS-gallon Arizona walnut trees for our San 
Juan's Day planting at the Conservation 
Farm. The shade will be greatly appreciated!! 

Condolences 
We are sad to say good-bye to Darline 

Martin, an avid and devoted friend of NS/S. 
Darline had enthusiastically supported the 
work of NS/S for years. T hrough her 
generosity, we purchased a new tractor, a 
greenhouse and built two sheds for 
workspace and storing supplies at the 
Conservation Farm. She had a huge garden 
of her own in California, from which she 
willingly shared the fruits of her labors 
throughout the community. She was friend 
to us all and will be greatly missed. 

Honoraria 
From Amy Grohman in honor of Ken Porter 

Wishlist 
,., Golf cart - electric or gas; in good 
running condition 
,., 3-wheel ATV - in good running 
condition 
,., 22 cubic foot (or larger) free-standing 
freezer, new or used, in very good condition 

I 

• ! • 
l' 
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Sow the Seeds of Conservation t Gift Membership Please send to: 

Join Native Seeds/SEARCH, renew your membership, or, give a gift 
membership and contribute to our work conserving, distributing, and 
documenting the adapted and diverse varieties of agricultural seeds, their wild 
relatives and the role these seeds play in cultures of the American Southwest 
and northwest Mexico. 

t (check one: 0 Acknowledgement card 0 Email) 

Join, renew, or give online at www.nativeseeds.org, or, fill out the form and 
mail with payment to Native Seeds/SEARCH, 526 N. Fourth Avenue, Tucson, 
AZ 85705. 

CITY / STATE / ZIP CODE 

NAME(S) 

ADDRESS 

CITY / STATE / ZIP CODE 

EMAIL PHONE 

o Please do not exchange my name with like-minded organizations. 

Membership Levels 
o Squash $25 

o Gourd $45 
o Bean $100 
o Chile $250 
o Corn $500 
o Sunflower Guild $1,000 

Native American"": 
o within Greater Southwest (free) 

Payment Method (check one) 

o Check 
o Credit Card: 0 Visa 0 MasterCard 0 Discover 

Expires: _ 

Signature: ______________ _ 

o outside Greater Southwest ($20) ""Please list tribe affiliation: ________ _ 

Outside the US, please add $20 to all levels. 

Native Seeds/SEARCH conserves, distributes and documents the adapted and 
diverse varieties of agricul tural seeds, their wild relatives and the role these 

seeds play in cultures of the American Southwest and Northwest Mexico. 

the Seedhead News 
(ISSN 1083-8074) is published 

quarterly by Native Seeds/SEARCH 
Contents © 2007. 

Mailing & Store Address: 

526 N. 4th Ave, Tucson AZ 85705 

4th Avenue Store Hours: 
Monday-Saturday, 1 0am-5pm 

Sundays, noon-4pm 

phone 520.622.5561 
fax 520.622.5591 

toll-free 866.622.5561 
website www.nativeseeds.org 
email info@nativeseeds.org 

Board of 
Directors 
Chair Robert Martin 
Vice Chair Barney T. Burns 
Secretary Mary Ann Clark 
Treasurer Janos Wilder 

Directors 
Jacob Bernal 

Mahina Drees 
Mary Irish 

Susan Kunz 
Linda McKittrick 

Cheryl Toth 
Ronald Austin Wells 

Ofelia Zepeda 

Staff 
Interim Executive Director, Julie Evans Director of 

Conservation, Suzanne Nelson; Collection Assistant, Chris 
Bertrand; Conservation Technician, Sanjeev Pandey; 

Conservation Intern, Gabriel Vega; CFarm Supervisor, 
Crecencio Elenes; CFarm Operations Technician, Benito 

Gutierrez; Field Coordinator, Chris Lowen; Distribution & 
Retail Manager, Julie Kornmeyer; Fulfillment Coordinator, 
Betsy Armstrong; Distribution & Retail Assistant, Marilyn 

Klepinger; Assistant Retail Manager, Jane Brown; Production 
Specialist, Carolyn Hartzell; Director of Marketing & 

Operations, Julie Evans; Development Associate, Carolyn 
Owens; Membership & Development Associate, Sandy Paris; 

Community Relations Coordinator, Diana Peel; Native 
American Program Coordinator, Alex Sando; Bookkeeper, Inga 

Simmonds; Administrative Assistant, Kellyann Conn. 
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Saturday, October 13, 2007 from lOam to 1pm. 
Join us at the NS/S Conservation Farm in Patagonia for an 

activity-filled and fun morning! Any number of crops could be 
ready to pick - corn, beans, chiltepines, melons, watermelons. 

Wind the day down with a fabulous pot luck lunch 

guaranteed to satisfy everyone's hard-earned appetite. 

W�a.tto �riV!� ... If you plan to work in the fields be sure to bring a hat, gloves, 
sunscreen and water bottle. Don't forget to bring your favorite dish for the native 
foods potluck lunch. Drinks, plates and utensils are provided by NS/S. Even better, go 
green and bring your own plates and utensils! No DOGS PLEASE! 

W�ile 'JIOU're iV! �e Mea. ... Don't miss the Patagonia Fall Festival on October 1 3  & 1 4  
from l'bam to 5pm. Make a day of it - visit the Conservation Farm then head into 
the town of Patagonia to enjoy the festival! 

Howto rtto �e CoV!�V"w(ioV! fo.oo �� Tu.c�V! ... Take I- I 0 east for 25 miles, exit at 
Highway 83, the Sonoita/Patagonia exit. Continue south for 25 miles. In the town of 
Sonoita turn right towards Patagonia onto Highway 82. After approximately 12 miles 
look for the green Welcome to Patagonia sign on your right. Immediately take the 
next left onto San Antonio Road. The sign above the entrance reads Red Mountain 
Ranch. Drive across the wash. The big, green barn will be on your right. Volunteers 
will direct you where to park. 
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